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more, the Treaty gave to the Communist supporters of
a proletarian dictatorship a justification for their opinion
that only force mattered, only force could win. Wilson-
ism was hammered on aU sides by a series of smashing
blows. Not only did the Russian Communists refuse to
reconsider for a moment their methods of iron discipline
and their boasted pastime of trampling on the detested
corpse of liberty: Italy also determined to fight one
minority with another. Government by the most
aggressive party within the State, using dictatorship
as its method and either abolishing elections or turning
them to a trivial farce, became the model not only for
Russia but for Russia's enemies. Communism, despising
debate and substituting the firing-squad for the ballot-
box, was met with the same puissant weapon. In
Hungary and in Bavaria the * White' dictatorships
established a fairly durable supremacy over the ephe-
meral * Red * role, and in Italy Communism brought
Fascism to birth and to victory. The hero of the new
Italy, Benito Mussolini, rejected Parliamentary action
and poured every kind of contumely upon the names of
liberty and democracy. Like Lenin, he believed thai
it was the business of the most active party in the State
to capture the governmental machinery and to use it
firmly and mercilessly for the imposition of a discipline
without regard for any such old-fangled notions as
natural rights. His call to Italy was a call to duty asKl
to action, and not to anything so passive as the enjoy-
ment of rights. It was a call to abandon all Liberal
claims and phrases; equality and legality, majority
rule and will of the many, all must be subservient to a
new and vigorous nationalism, whose leaders sought to
rebuild the State, not on debate and consent foot da
the decrees and the discipline of a hard-working
oligarchy. Russia, equally contemptuous of the rigbts

